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Introduction  

English National Ballet School seeks to be the first choice for the next generation of 

international ballet students. Whilst the School is a talent-led organisation and each year 300 

young dancers audition for one of thirty places in the first year of our course, we strive to 

remove the barriers that would otherwise prevent young people, from anywhere in the world, 

realising their ambition to join the School and benefit from the excellent training in ballet.  

The School offers a holistic approach to student learning. We aim to nurture and develop 

talented dancers of the highest standard, but who are also 'thinking' dancers. Dancers who 

will bring artistry, understanding and creativity into their work. Life-long dancers who will be 

equipped with the skills, education and resilience to continuously develop throughout their 

training and throughout their lives. 

This is achieved through the support of the UK government funding, in the form of the Dance 

and Drama Awards (DaDAs) and the generous support of trusts, foundations and individuals. 

The Scholarships, bursaries and financial assistance the School subsequently provides 

enables talented young people to access first class training. 

The relocation of the School to Canning Town in London, to share premises with English 

National Ballet, provides opportunities to extend the programme the school offers in terms of 

outreach to new local communities and beyond.  With the relocation scheduled for Spring 

2020 a review of future ambitions is underway. This will see new objectives set to enhance 

participatory opportunities that the School is able to offer and also seek further ways of 

enabling access to training programmes to be widened. 
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Maintaining and Broadening Access & Participation 

English National Ballet School is committed to providing diverse opportunities for those 

wishing to train as ballet dancers. In order to achieve this, the current full-time training course, 

and other programmes at the development stage, are constructed with widening participation 

in mind.  

The School recognises that the forthcoming relocation to new premises in East London 

provides an opportunity to broaden access from under-represented groups, including by 

ensuring stereotypes about ballet and elitist training and the costs involved are addressed.  It 

will do so by working with local Councils and other partners to establish how the School can 

best engage with the communities of socio-economically disadvantaged areas such as 

Newham and Tower Hamlets.  

In advance of these opportunities being realised, the School has in recent years undertaken 

a number of initiatives including: 

• Providing access to Scholarships, bursaries and other forms of financial assistance for 

students to support entry into School. 

• Undertaking a social media campaign in December 2019 targeting young boys 

interested in ballet, as they remain an under represented group in auditions for the 

School. 

• The School is committed to supporting retention of students from under-represented 

groups including those from minority ethnic groups and those with additional learning 

needs and/or disabilities. This is reflected in the new facilities of the new School and 

the specialist support required by the teaching faculty. 

• A new senior leadership structure, including a Head of Wellbeing and Safeguarding, 

has been implemented to ensure a high level of pastoral support for all students. This, 

along with a growing support staff team, and a new culture of teaching, is enabling 

improved support for students to ensure that individual needs are being met and 

individual difficulties are adequately supported. The PSHE curriculum development will 

better equip students and help them to cope with the pressures of their chosen pre-

professional training.  

• Further development of the School Student Representative Council to gain a better 

understanding of student needs, to improve and support them to achieve and progress. 

This academic year we set up a Student Wellbeing working group to provide deeper 

insight into their needs regarding mental health and wellbeing and to influence the 

development of a whole school wellbeing framework.  

 

• Students have a personal tutor who works closely with them during their course, to 

support them both academically and pastorally. The breadth of curriculum is being 

developed, particularly with regard to working with world-renowned guest teachers and 

choreographers as well as a broad Personal, Social, Health and Economic education.  

 

• We offer a range of support for students including an expanded Health Care team with 

specialist physiotherapists, nutritionists, dietitians, performance psychologists, 

strength and conditioning coaches, a Pilates teacher and a growing counselling service 

that draws from a range of professional therapists from both non-dance and dance 

backgrounds.  
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• We conduct Student surveys twice a year to provide data and feedback on all aspects 

of their training. This enables us to adjust the curriculum and how we work with our 

young people where possible to better support their needs.  

 

• The School’s international reputation in ballet training helps students in realising their 

employment ambitions despite the highly competitive market place for the limited 

number of contracts in ballet companies.  

 

Strategic Objectives (2020/2021) 

Building on the achievements made in recent years the School has identified three strategic 

objectives for the next academic year: 

 

1. Introduction of Access & Participation  Data Management Systems 

 

The School believes there is strong evidence to demonstrate the commitment the School 

makes to students through the financial support it offers, the Dance and Drama Awards 

(detailed below), and bursaries enables access to the School for those from disadvantaged 

backgrounds.  

However, the School needs to better record and analyse data on gender, ethnicity, nationality, 

EAL / Learning difficulties, and disadvantaged backgrounds. Doing so will enable it to not only 

evidence existing student profiles but monitor year on year to see if steps taken to improve 

access are having the desired results and what trends emerge over time. 

 

2. New Outreach Programme 

 

The new School premises will benefit from having more extensive facilities and space. This 

will enable the School to deliver an Outreach programme relevant to the local communities 

and in keeping with the desire of the school to provide opportunities for young people to enjoy 

dance in all its forms. 

For example, by encouraging East London Schools to get involved with ENBS by providing 

opportunities and programmes not easily found within the state sector we could see talented 

young people from BME backgrounds progress to our full-time course. 

Those programmes will most like come on stream fully in 2021 but exploratory conversations 

are already underway with other partners to offer opportunities for other groups such as young 

families with pre-school children to experience dance  

 

3. Review of EAL Teaching Resources 

 

It is important that a School with an increasingly international profile and student mix ensure 

it offers appropriate support for EAL and other students with specific needs. We will therefore 

review our current teaching resources in this area to see whether additional staff are needed 

to work with these students and what other measures might be taken to ensure language is 

not a barrier to accessing the School. 
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Who We Are  
 
English National Ballet School is a Registered Charity (No. 800512) and a Registered 
Company (No. 2319478) in England and Wales. Our registered office is Carlyle Building, 
Hortensia Road, London, SW10 0QS. English National Ballet School is registered as a Data 
Controller under the Data Protection Act 1998 with the Information Commissioner’s Office 
(ICO) (No. Z9664670). English National Ballet School is committed to following the GDPR 
requirements and respecting any data processed which belongs to a data subject. 
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